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The dynamics of magnetization (M) reversal and relaxation as a function of temperature (T) are

reported in three non-interacting NiFe ring arrays having fixed ring outer diameter and varying

widths. Additionally, the dependence of M(H) loop on the angle (h) between magnetic field (H)

and the plane of the rings is addressed. The M(H) loops show a double step transition from onion

state (OS) to vortex state (VS) at all temperatures (T¼ 3 to 300 K) and angles (h¼ 0 to 90�). The

critical reversal fields HC1 (OS to VS) and HC2 (VS to OS) show a pronounced dependence on T,

ring width, and h. Estimation of the transverse and vortex domain wall energies reveals that the

latter is favored in the OS. The OS is also the remanent state in the smallest rings and decays with

the effective energy scale (U0/T) of 50 and 32 meV/K at 10 and 300 K, respectively. The robust

in-plane anisotropy of magnetization of ring assemblies is established by scaling the M(H) with h.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4872139]

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic films patterned into mesoscopic elements

opened a new research area to understand the physics of

magnetic dynamics in them, besides the potential in the

applied area of magnetic storage devices.1,2 Past several

years have witnessed a keen theoretical and experimental in-

terest in magnetic patterns of various shapes and dimensions

constituted of discs,2,3 dots,4 rings,5–7 squares,8,9 and rectan-

gles9 as base units. The magnetostatic interactions in the

neighbouring magnetic elements and their dependence on

the specific geometry of the patterns and magnetic states in

them have been some of the key issues.10 The technological

importance of magnetic vortex state (VS) having zero stray

field in disc geometry was realized, only to be limited by its

highly energetic core raising the problem of the VS stability.

Subsequently, the removal of the core in ring geometries

looked promising to produce stable VS with enhanced

switching behavior and high packing density.11

In patterned magnetic rings, besides a VS, an additional

“onion state” (OS) characterized by two diametrically oppo-

site domain walls (DW) was discovered.5 The OS to VS tran-

sition was found to be highly dependent on the edge to edge

distance of the rings.12–14 It was shown that beyond a critical

distance the magnetostatic interactions between adjacent ele-

ments become insignificant, leading to a radical change in

the DW dynamics. In case of NiFe ring arrays, the observed

critical distance was >100 nm.13 We report detailed magnet-

ization measurements as a function of ring width (W), tem-

perature (T), angle (h), and time (t) in arrays of non-

interacting permalloy rings (edge to edge distance � 1.2 lm)

that have been lacking till now. The present work reveals

double stepped OS to VS transition in such lattices with

switching dynamics determined mainly by diagonally oppo-

site vortex type domain walls characterizing the OS.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Permalloy (Ni80Fe20) rings were fabricated on silicon

wafers using electron beam lithography and lift-off. We have

used bilayer resist consisting of polymethyl methacrylate

(PMMA) and methyl methacrylate (MMA). Electron beam li-

thography was done using Zeiss Auriga driven by the digital

pattern generator of Raith Elphy multi-beam system. Ring

assemblies having ring widths of 340, 500, and 660 nm with

fixed center to center distance of 2.8 lm and outer diameter

(OD) of 1.6 lm spread over an area of 9 mm2 were created on

the photoresist. Permalloy films of thickness (t)� 45 nm were

deposited on the patterned SiO2/Si substrate by DC magnetron

sputtering at 2� 10�3 millbars of Argon and 28 W power. A

thin layer (3–5 nm) of titanium was deposited first by sputter-

ing as an adhesive layer. These films were then kept overnight

in acetone for complete lift off. The samples having ring width

660, 500, and 340 nm are referred to as S660, S500, and S340,

respectively, in the following discussion. For comparison, a

plain film of permalloy having same thickness was also depos-

ited on bare SiO2/Si substrate in the same deposition run.

The surface morphology and ring dimension measure-

ments were carried out by imaging all the samples in a scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM). The magnetization M(H,

T, h, t) was measured using a superconducting quantum in-

terference device (SQUID) based magnetometer (Quantum

Design MPMS-7) in field range H� 0 to 60.1 T, tempera-

ture range T� 3 to 300 K, window of time t� 3 h, and

angle� 0 to 90� (where h¼ 0� corresponds to H//ring-plane).

The magnetic force microscopy (MFM) of the S340 sample

was carried out with MFM tip to sample distance �45 nm.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figs. 1(a), 1(c), and 1(e) show the SEM micrograph

depicting array of rings with desired dimension for S660,

S500, and S340 samples, respectively. The corresponding

M(H) loops measured at T¼ 3 and 300 K with in-plane field

are shown in Figs. 1(b), 1(d), and 1(f). The saturation mag-

netization (Ms) of the plain film is 3.84� 10�4 emu (see the

inset of Fig. 1(b)), which is close to the expected value of

3.24� 10�4 emu and confirms the quality of the film.13 The

Ms of the ring samples is found to scale with the effective

volume of the respective ring arrays. The critical features of

the M(H) loop, marked by noticeable change in the slope at

points A, B, C, D, and E, can be related to OS, VS and

reverse OS formation in the rings. Well above point A, the

rings are in single domain (SD) saturated state (inset of Fig.

1(d)). Decreasing the field leads to a reversible OS (inset of

Fig. 1(d)). The point A marks the onset of hysteretic two step

OS to VS transition characterized by regions A to B and B to

C. Experimental hint of a similar OS to VS transition has

been reported earlier.15 The plateau between C and D indi-

cates the existence of VS (see the inset of Fig. 1(f)) and the

region D to E depicts the VS to reverse OS transition.

For the S660 sample, as seen along theþH to�H trajec-

tory of the M(H) in Fig. 1(b), the OS to VS transition occurs

above the zero field at both T¼ 3 and 300 K. For the smaller

ring width (S500 sample), the same transition shifts from

above zero field at 300 K to negative fields at 3 K (see Fig.

1(d)). On decreasing the ring width further (S340 sample),

the transition occurs in the negative field region at both

T¼ 3 and 300 K (see Fig. 1(f)). These results clearly show

that only sample S340 exhibits OS as the remanent state at

300 K. This is confirmed by the room temperature MFM

studies. The MFM image of the S340 in the demagnetized

(remanent-magnetized) state as established by cycling the

sample between þ0.1 and �0.1 T (þ0.1 to 0 T) is shown in

Fig. 2(a) (Fig. 2(b)). The inset of Fig. 2(b) clearly reveals the

presence of diagonally opposite bright and dark regions in

the ring demonstrating the formation of OS.

The critical reversal fields HC1 and HC2 that mark the be-

ginning and the end of the VS are defined by points C and D

(see Figs. 1(b), 1(d), and 1(f)), respectively. For all the ring

samples, the variation of HC1 and HC2 as a function tempera-

ture are plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. For all the

ring widths, both HC1 and HC2 increase with decrease in tem-

perature, which becomes pronounced below �25 K. For all

temperatures, both the critical reversal fields increase with

decrease in ring width, (compare the data along the vertical

lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)). The latter observation has been

also been reported in Co-based rings at room temperature.16,17

To understand these results, we need to look at the dynamics

of the double stepped OS to VS transition in our ring samples

(Figs. 1(b), 1(d), and 1(f)). Just above point A, there exists a

reversible OS with two diagonally opposite transverse domain

walls (TDWs). Reducing the field below point A results in a

change of slope of M(H) indicating either the growth of TDW

or nucleation of a Vortex Domain Wall (VDW), see the inset

of Fig. 3(d).13,18 In head to head TDW, the spins rotate 180�

within the ring plane itself from one head to the other over the

FIG. 1. SEM images and M(H) loops for the ring samples: (a) and (b) S660;

(c) and (d) S500; (e) and (f) S340. The points A to E mark pronounced change

of slope in the M(H) curves. The inset (b) shows M(H) loop of a plain film.

Schematics of SD and OS are shown as inset (d) and VS as inset (f).

FIG. 2. MFM images of S340 ring sample in: (a) demagnetized state and (b)

remanent magnetized state. Inset (b) shows a magnified MFM image of sin-

gle ring in remanent OS.

FIG. 3. (a) HC1 and (b) HC2 as a function of temperature for the three ring

samples. (c) and (d) show the ratio of Mr/Ms as a function of temperature for

the same samples. Schematics of TDW and VDW are shown as inset (d).
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DW. In head-to-head VDW the spins rotate clockwise from

one head and anticlockwise from the other head around a

core. Considering the fact that edge to edge ring distance in

all the three samples is 1.2 lm, the suppressed inter-ring mag-

netostatic interactions are expected to favor the formation of

VDW instead of TDW.13 As per the micromagnetic simula-

tions, the multiple stepped nature of OS to VS transition also

points out formation and dynamics of VDW.15,19 The favor-

able configuration can be quantitatively understood by the

DW energetic. In the present case of polycrystalline permalloy

rings, we can neglect the contribution of anisotropy energy,

thus leaving only the exchange (Eex) and magnetostatic (Ems)

energy contributions to the free energy. The respective energy

difference between VDW (Evortex) and TDW (Etrans) are given

by following equations:13,18

Evortex � Etransð Þex � 2ptAln
rmax

rmin

� �
; (1)

Evortex � Etransð Þms � �
1

8
l0M2

s t2W; (2)

where t and W are the ring thickness and width, respectively;

A is the exchange constant (�1.3� 10�11 J/m for Ni80Fe20);

rmax and rmin are the outer and inner radii of the vortex core,

respectively. Here, rmax can be approximated as the ring width

and rmin is equal to the magnetic exchange length (d� 4 nm).

Taking MS� 8.0� 105 A/m, the estimated sum of the two dif-

ferences for S660, S500, and S340 samples is �11.56, �8.40,

and �5.29� 10�17 J, respectively. The negative sign for all

the samples indicates that, in comparison to TDW, the VDW

has lower energy in them. Thus, the nucleation of VDW is

favorable than the growth of TDW at point A in the M(H).

Further reduction of the field will lead to the growth of both

the VDWs to the size of ring width. Decreasing the field fur-

ther exerts pressure on both the diagonally opposite VDWs

and depins the one that is relatively weak pinned. This entire

process of nucleation, growth, and depinning of VDW repre-

sents overcoming an effective energy barrier in the first step

(A to B) of OS to VS transition.15 In the second step (B to C),

decreasing the field slightly below B pushes the depinned

VDW rapidly towards the other VDW, at point C both annihi-

late each other giving rise to a zero stray field VS. The

increase of HC1 and HC2 with decrease in either temperature

or ring width may thus reflect an increase of effective energy

barrier for VDW depinning. This is well supported by the

observed enhancement of the first step of OS to VS transition

with decrease of both temperature and ring width (compare

various A to B regions in Figs. 1(b), 1(d), and 1(f)).

Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) depict Mr/Ms versus T plots for all

three samples. The sample S660 practically shows

Mr/Ms� 0 at all the temperatures (see Fig. 3(c)). The sample

S500 shows similar trend for 300<T< 150 K (see Fig.

3(c)). However, at T< 150 K, Mr/Ms increases rapidly up to

0.68 at 3 K. As also mentioned above, this reflects a evolu-

tion of remanent state from VS to OS with decrease in tem-

perature (see M(H) in Fig. 1(d)). The sample S340 shows

high values of Mr/Ms at all T between 3 and 300 K (Fig.

3(d)) reflecting OS as the remanent state in the entire temper-

ature range. We may conclude that the magnitude of Mr/Ms

is a good indicator of the nature of remanent state in ring

structures.

In Fig. 4(a) we plot M(H) loops with field applied at dif-

ferent out-of-plane angles for sample S340 at 300 K.

Interestingly, with increasing h (Fig. 4(a)) the M(H) loops

shrink along the M-axis and expand along the H-axis. At

h¼ 90�, the M(H) loop is virtually hysteresis free and lies

nearly flat on the H-axis. These results suggest strong in-

plane anisotropy of magnetization in mesoscopic ring lattices

as seen in permalloy films. To check this hypothesis, we plot

in Fig. 4(b) the in-plane component Hcos h vs. in-plane mag-

netization M/cos h. The rescaled results show considerable

overlap of the M(H) data at various angles indicating that the

in-plane anisotropy is indeed retained after mesoscopic pat-

terning. Note also that the position of point B is nearly

unchanged in the rescaled M(H) curves. Few deviations, for

instance, change in net positive moment in the VS and values

of Ms with angle in the rescaled plots are also evident. Both

HC1 and HC2 increase monotonically with angle (see insets

of Fig. 4(b)). The rescaled values HC1cos h and HC2cos h,

plotted in the same insets, do tend to become angle inde-

pendent, however, with a shallow dip at h� 40� within the

margin of the error. The most likely reason for deviation

from perfect scaling could be the interaction of out-of-plane

FIG. 4. M(H) at 300 K at various fixed angles h¼ 0 to 90� for S340 sample:

(a) as measured and (b) rescaled M/cos h versus Hcos h. The points B, C,

and D are indicated for M(H) at h¼ 60�. Insets of (b) show angle depend-

ence of HC1 and HC1cos h and HC2 and HC2cos h.
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magnetized core of the VDW with out-of-plane field compo-

nent at different angles. Very few studies of angular depend-

ence in the magnetic rings have been reported that too only

for in-plane field rotation.20,21 A decrease of HC1 with angle

and a symmetrical minimum at 45� was reported for ring

arrays.20 Large and no variation in the values of HC1 and

HC2 as a function of angle, respectively, was reported for sin-

gle ring.21

The relaxation of remanent magnetization as a function

of time for plain film at 10 K, and S340 sample at 10 and

300 K are plotted in Figs. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) respectively. The

starting magnetic state after switching the field off (at t¼ to) is

marked by a dot in the corresponding M(H) curves (see insets

of Fig. 5). The magnetization is expected to relax as:22

M tð Þ ¼ M t0ð Þ 1� kBT

U0

ln t=t0ð Þ
� �

; (3)

where M(t) and M(t0) are the magnetization at the time t and

to, and U0 is the energy barrier. For plain thin film at 10 K

(see Fig. 5(a)), the remanent magnetized state gets com-

pletely relaxed and demagnetized in the experimental time

scale. The data can be fitted by Eq. (3) in two separate time

windows marked as “I” and “II” with estimated

U0/T� 0.052 and 0.66 meV/K, respectively. Whereas in the

sample S340, over similar experimental time window, the re-

manent magnetized state relaxes logarithmically to less than

1% of its starting value (see Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)). The esti-

mated values of U0/T at 10 and 300 K are �50 and

32 meV/K, respectively, which are over two orders of magni-

tude higher than that of plain film, signifying the temporal

stability of the remnant OS in mesoscopic ring structures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, arrays of non-interacting permalloy submi-

cron rings were fabricated and their magnetization was studied

as a function of ring width, temperature, angle, and time. All

the samples showed a double step transition from OS to VS,

indicating the VDW formation and dynamics in the OS. The

increase of critical reversal fields HC1 and HC2 with decrease

in ring width and temperature seems to be related with the

energy barrier for VDW depinning. The angular scaling of the

M(H) reveals that the in-plane field component is mainly re-

sponsible for the magnetic properties. Magnetic relaxation

measurements demonstrate that the remanent OS is highly

robust even at a bath temperature of 300 K.
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